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At EDUCBA, it is a matter of pride
to us to make job oriented hands
on courses available to anyone,
any time and anywhere.
Learn at a time and place, and
pace that is of your choice.
Plan your study to suit your
convenience and schedule.
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Course
Overview

Illustrator
Course Skills

In this Course you get to learn:

You get to learn about the below skills:

This Adobe Illustrator course includes

The first set of Illustrator course online

two sets of tutorials, which, once

tutorials takes you through the concepts

completed, will provide you end to end

related to vector graphics, and the

knowledge of all the fundamentals of

function and process of using each and

vector graphics and using Adobe

every tool and technique that is

Illustrator, and also the pipeline for

essential for you to be able to use Adobe

creating industry standard comic book

Illustrator for creating vector graphics

art.

that are at par with the industry

Course
Features
Course Duration- 8
+ Hours

Number of Courses

Verifiable
Certificates

Lifetime Access

standard.
The second set of tutorials in this
Illustrator training, titled ‘Cartooning

Technical
Excellence

About
Illustrator

Illustrator
Course

Adobe Illustrator is one of the

This is a Bundle Course that includes

multimedia industry’s most powerful

complete in-depth Illustrator

software programs, as far as vector

Course combined into one Complete

graphics go. With Adobe Illustrator, you

Course.

can create beautiful, smooth graphics
that can be scaled perfectly.

This Bundle perfectly meets the
requisite of the industry and gives

It was the commercialization of

you a better chance of being hired

Adobe’s internal software for designing

as Illustrator professional.

fonts and their PostScript format.
It is promoted as the companion
product of Adobe Photoshop.

Adobe
Illustrator
Section 6 . Exploring Menu

Section 7 . Introduction and History

Section 4 . Understanding Fonts

Illustrator Preferences

Eye Dropper Graph Object Spray

Fonts and Special Characters

Windows Menu

Document

Fonts

View Menu

Section 5 . Pages and Types in
Illustrator
Database and Tab Creation
Index Creation

Learn Cartooning
using Adobe
Illustrator
Section 1 . Introduction

Section 3 . Cartoon Making

Section 5 . Creating Cartoon Face

Introduction to Document and

Cartoon Making

Creating Cartoon Face

illustrator

Cartoon Making Duck

More on Creating Cartoon Face

More on Making Duck

Section 2 . Tools
Section 4 . Brushes
Working on Tools
Editing Tools
Fill Tool

Creating Custom Brushes
Art Brush Option

Frequently
Asked Questions

Can I access the Adobe Illustrator
course from eduCBA from
anywhere?

Who are the instructors for the
Adobe Illustrator certification
course from eduCBA?

Yes, you can access the Adobe Illustrator course

The trainers are professionals from the graphics

from eduCBA from any device or location, as it is

industry who have a long experience of conducting

completely online. Once you sign up for this

online training for Adobe Illustrator. They deliver

course, you will receive your login credentials,

the content based on the industry trends and teach

and you can use them to access this course from

Adobe Illustrator from scratch, so that even a

anywhere.

novice can learn from the beginning, and comes to
be at par with an industry professional as far as
the skillset is concerned.

Customer Reviews

I already knew how to work with pixel-based graphics,

course to learn vector graphics in order to get

but wanted to add vector graphics to my portfolio, and

a job in a printing solutions company, and

get into comic book art. This was the perfect Illustrator

with eduCBA’s course for Adobe Illustrator, I

certification course for me, teaching vector graphics

was able to learn the necessary skills to get

fundamentals and basics of Adobe Illustrator in detail, as

this job. Thank you so much eduCBA.

well as teaching industry standard techniques for

Josephine

application of Adobe Illustrator in creating cartoons.
eduCBA’s technical support was also great, making my
experience top notch. Thank you.

Bella

“

“

I was looking for a good Adobe Illustrator
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